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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, MOTHER OF THE DIVINE CONCEPTION OF THE TRINITY,
TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

The triumph of My Immaculate Heart will be able to occur through the immediate response of all
My blessed children in the world.

The triumph of My Heart is the Presence of God the Father in the life of each soul. It is the
reencounter promised by My Son. It is the coming Kingdom on the face of the Earth.

My Immaculate Heart, dear children, is the Source of Graces that, throughout time, I have poured
for love of My children.

Now, My children, I invite you to make My Immaculate Heart triumph through the constant
exercise of the prayer of the heart, as well as in all works of charity and service to the others.

Dear children, the Purpose of God for each one of His little creatures is immense; this is why I call
you all to witness the Presence of Christ in the hearts and His coming. And this will happen when
each soul of this humanity may accept to enter the true and only Kingdom of God.

For this reason, dear children, the task in the groups of prayer will be more constant, because each
one of you must be, in prayer, a sentinel who guards and protects the call of God. In this time and
for the aid of humanity, the presence of My Immaculate Heart is here. Through the triumph of the
Heart of God in Mary, I will be able to bring you towards the arms of My Son, the beloved
Shepherd of Forgiveness who awaits you in prayer and in communion from the Heavens.

Dear children, to be a Marian soldier of prayer it is enough to say "yes" and to persist in the purpose
of responding to the divine call. On this path of service and of giving to the Will of God, your hearts
will begin to consecrate themselves to My Heart, and the triumph of the Plan of Peace will be
unique for the world.

Thank you for responding to My call.

Peace, only Peace for these times.

Mary, Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity


